Alumni turned out in force during the annual Thanksgiving Feast and Volleyball game at Our Lady's School. The alumni had the week off from their respective high schools, so they decided to drop by, help with the school-wide Thanksgiving luncheon, and then several stayed for the Student, Staff, Alumni, Parent volleyball game. It was a great game with the alumni adding some great firepower with skills most initially learned at ICCS! Our 2014 NTIL Champions showed the crowd their skills. Beloved math teacher, Mr. Mitch Borowski, amazed the fans with his moves at the net and gaining points for his team.

Andrew Donohue ('06) is now a 2nd Lt in USMC while his sister Samantha ('03) is at Heritage Foundation in Washington, D. C.

Jackson Ralston ('06) received a degree in digital movies and production from the Art Institute of Dallas last spring. He now works at a public relations firm in Addison. His sister Kallie ('08) is a junior studying history at Williams Baptist in Arkansas. She aspires to be a high school teacher and coach volleyball. She is a third year starter on the volleyball team and was selected second team All-Conference last season!

Katie Sayler ('03) is continuing her call to serve others while working at the Shellbourne Catholic Retreat Center in Valparaiso, IN. Her hospitality and culinary arts degree have prepared her well for her position in administration and large event meal planning. She has accepted God’s call to a special unmarried vocation.

Erika Metzler ('02) works for Industrial Scientific in Pittsburgh and is finishing her business degree at Franciscan University. Her brother, Brett Metzler ('07) is in his third year at St. Josephs Seminary College. He has made the Dean’s List every semester. He will be heading to DC in January for the Pro-Life March.

Kathy Estill ('03) received a Master of Science degree in Library Science Dec. 13 from Texas Woman’s University.

Angela Schad ('03) has completed a two-year fellowship at Winterthur and received a Master of Science degree in Material Culture from the University of Delaware. She is a digital archivist at Hagley Museum in Wilmington, Delaware.
Gillian Priddy ('07) is an intern for Omega International Group in San Antonio, Texas. She is a junior at Trinity University where she is majoring in East Asian and Chinese Studies and International Business. Hannah Thies ('10) is attending Belmont Abbey in Charlotte, North Carolina, where she is studying Government and Political Philosophy with a minor in Justice and Peace.

Aimee Cloutier ('04) Graduated in May 2012 Summa Cum Laude and with Highest Honors from Texas Tech University with a B. S. in Mechanical Engineering. Her undergraduate thesis, entitled Sensitivity Analysis of Achieving Reach Tasks Considering Joint Angle and Link Length Variability, examined the influence of height, weight, and other factors on a person's ability to perform vehicle-related tasks. She is currently pursuing a PhD in Mechanical Engineering at TTU after receiving a National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship. She conducts research in the field of bio-inspired and rehabilitation robotics and is working on the design of a prosthetic hand with enhanced manipulation capabilities. She recently served as a visiting scholar at The BioRobotics Institute in Pontedera, Italy, collaborating on the design of a soft, sensorized prosthetic fingertip. Since beginning research in August of 2011, she has published four conference papers (lead author), eight journal papers (two as lead author and six as co-author), and presented in eight conferences.

After an outstanding performance for the Krum High School football team where he was first team All-State, Travis White ('08) is now a sophomore at Wayland Baptist in Plainview. He played all 10 games at defensive back for the Pioneers where he led the team with three interceptions and had 41 tackles.

Cash Krueger ('11) achieved the rank of Eagle Scout this fall. His project was to clear and develop a site on the grounds of Subiaco Abbey, in Subiaco, Arkansas that will serve as a staging/camping area for many groups. Cash, a senior at Subiaco Academy, is also a basketball standout for the Trojans.

Olivia Johnson ('13) gave a presentation to ICCS eighth graders recently. She was the former President of the ICCS Future Saints Club and came back to share some of her experiences while encouraging the students to keep their faith at the forefront as they move on to high school.

ICCS Alumni are together again as students at Sacred Heart High School in Muenster. Brooke Devers ('13) joins ('12) class members Jacob Kemna, Carmen Villa, Jessica Kemna, Alex Villa, and Matthew Anderle. Jessica and Jacob recently helped out with the Cherub Choir as they performed at their annual Denton Kiwanis Breakfast. Many of our alumni drop by ICCS when they can to volunteer including the classes of ('13) and ('14). Pictured are Scott Wisker, Gus Ovalle, Andrea Bridges, Elise Maxwell, and Erica Bridges.

Bishop Michael Olson talked with Kristina Thomas ('14) at a recent youth ministry gathering at her parish St. Thomas in Pilot Point. She attends Denton Calvary.

BE SURE TO “LIKE” US ON FACEBOOK!  
GO KNIGHTS!